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A Cultural History of Plants presents a global exploration of how plants have shaped human culture.

Covering the last 12,000 years, it is the definitive history of how we have cultivated, traded, classified, and altered plants and how, in turn, plants have influenced our ideas of luxury and wealth, health and well-being, art and architecture.

Each volume addresses the same key themes, so readers can select a volume for an overview of a particular period, or follow a theme across the ages.

Themes are: Plants as Staple Foods; Plants as Luxury Foods; Trade and Exploration; Plant Technology and Science; Plants and Medicine; Plants in Culture; Plants as Natural Ornaments; The Representation of Plants.
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The Cultural Histories Series: also available online

A Cultural History of Plants is part of The Cultural Histories Series. Libraries have the choice of printed sets, with the convenience of a one-off purchase and tangible reference for their shelves, and/or as part of a fully-searchable digital library available on annual subscription or perpetual access.

www.bloomsburyculturalhistory.com
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